(Theorem 5. 6) 8 Namely we construct for each point a of & ii<0 a locally closed subspace £P passing through a and an ILH-diffeomorphism of Fx^ to a neighborhood of a in ^i it09 where V is a neighborhood of ff in its orbit under £& m . Moreover £P is invariant under the action of the isotropy group 2 a of a, and if <p°y 0^4= 0 for â e^a, then <p^@ a . Note that @ a is just the group of holomorphic isometrics of the corresponding Kahler structure. The quotient maps Sf-^y/<£}<, for various a induce the local uniformizing systems for our ILH-V-structure. The construction of the above slices requires an infinitesimal slice theorem, which states the decomposition of the space of (0 5 2) -tensors on (M,a) into the tangent space of @l +l and its orthogonal complement by means of a differential operator with injective symbol (Theorem 4.3). The above slice theorem is an analogue of a result of Ebin [EB] , who constructs a slice for the action of the diffeomorphism group of the space of Riemannian metrics on a fixed compact C°° manifold (cf. also [KO] We show that Jt x is a disjoint union of the images of JH a , where co runs through a set of representatives of the space of connected components of the symplectic forms representing I. In particular Jt^ has countable topology.
The essential part of this work has been done, while the second named author stayed at RIMS, Kyoto University. He would like to express his gratitude for its kind hospitality and for support by DFG. The first named author expresses his gratitude towards the Munster university for its kind hospitality.
Almost Complex Structures on a Symplectic Manifold
Let M be a fixed (connected) compact C°°-manifold of even dimension 2m, and T its tangent bundle. An almost complex structure on M is by definition an endomorphism a of T with o 2 = id Te If 0 X :T?-*T? 9 x&M, is the induced endomorphism on a fiber of the complexified tangent bundle, then the eigenspaces S 0iX with eigenspace -V -1 form a subbundle S 0 [DOU] ).
( For the closedness of ^\ in ^*, we pick a sequence of integrable structures a n converging to re^7*. Now there exists an n Q such that all a n are of finite distance of 0 nQ n^n Q^ which yields the closedness.
ii) If aEi&a, then there is a natural C -analytic isomorphism of manifolds between U(a) and an open subset of the tangent space T a (^kĤ
Let a) be a (real) symplectic form of class C°° on M j i. e 0 a nowhere degenerate real ^-closed 2-form on M. As D is type-preserving, it induces connections on S^S a and S 2 (S a ) 9 which we denote by the same letter. Now on the spaces of HPsections of these bundles, Sobolev norms are given by (1. 9) (£, 7)M = j=OJM (Here g ff is naturally extended to a Hermitian product on spaces of tensors). This assignment turns each tangent space !T ff (#* i<u ) into a Sobolev space. We will show in the next paragraph that this inner product is invariant under the symplectic diffeomorphism group (as well as the weak product).
The Group of Symplectic H fe -Diffeomorphisms
As a non-linear problem, the construction of the group of Sobolev diffeomorphisms on a compact differentiable manifold was treated by Ebin [EB] ) maps an element f to " 1 ! CD0). There is also a natural action which is similar to // with respect to differentiability (cf 0 2 a 2) . If (ye/f 00^2^* )) is a fixed symplectic form as in the first paragraph, then &v +l shall denote its isotropy group, the group of symplectic H k+1 -
diffeomorphisms.
It is well-known (and follows from a consideration of « (-, (o) where $ are the component functions of fi. Then (00 is a solution of the linear first order system of differential equations
The application of 2-g-r yields a second order system of differential equations, whose main part is
The characteristic matrix is the following product for (f l5 . . . , £ OT )
^ which is positive whenever f ^0. From this one can see that the above system is elliptic. We write (3. 1) in the following form:
where af* are H k functions on VxW for i, j, ^8 = 1, . . . , wz, T, . . . , m and or = l,...5wz. We consider the following second order system which is solved by u = <f>: From (4. 5) one sees that
is an orthogonal decomposition. We denote by S 2 = S% = S 2 (S* ) the bundle of (complex) symmetric covariant (0, 2) -tensors on (M, a) interpreted as an U-vector bundle. Then we consider the following differential operator We may assume that *:=//«(j8xirf)(F* +1 x^*) is contained in JV*. Then a continuous inverse of #.G8xid) : F* +1 X^f e ->M?* is given by
where 7r:y*->OJ is the bundle projection and p is the inverse of the diffeomorphism S^+ 1 /^0->OJ.
The second statement follows directly from the properness of the group action after a reduction in size of £P k : Otherwise there existed points a n and r n^an in & k tending to a and ^ne^* +1 with r n = ji(<i> w *"), and <f> n && 0 . After passing to a subsequence, we may assume that $ n converge to some 0e^* +1 by (3.3), which has to be contained In view of (III) above, we take In the sequel £P °fl *%> I l0 > as ^k and set £P=r\ £f k and ^i = ^i ta = r\ ^f >00 Observe that SP Is a slice for the action of 2 ^ on <S aiQ} ,
Proof 0
The statement (1) follows from 5 0 4 3 (II) follows from 2 0 3 9 and (ill) follows from the fact that the group Inversion <£} k+ '->& k Is of class C r and that a similar property holds for exp~1(cf 0 [KO, OM] ). The structure of these spaces can be described in the framework of the ILH-category (inverse limits of Hilbert spaces) introduced by Omori [OM] . We briefly review the concept A system [E k ;k^N, k^>d] One can also define in a similar way strong C -analytic ILHmanifolds and -spaces modelled on a chain of complex Hilbert manifolds and spaces,, For the definition of strong ILH-groups we refer to Omori [OM 1. 2. 1] .
The groups of // fe -diffeomorphisms @ k of Af, k^m + l 9 together with their common intersection 2 are known to form a strong ILHgroup, and the group ^ of symplectic diffeomorphisms forms a closed ILH-subgroup of 2 [OM] . As a first remark we note that # Bifl , is a strong C -analytic ILHmanifold, containing the C7-anaIytic ILH-space <£ it<0 . [KU] shows that integrable almost complex structures which are "close" to a given one r in ^\,^ are also close to r in the sense of deformation theory and that ^* is locally a product of a finite dimensional analytic space S which is the base of a versal deformation and an infinite dimensional manifold <$. However in the set of all points whose fibers possess holomorphic vector fields ^0 is an analytic set A^ and In order to describe the structure of J(^ we introduce the following terminology :
Definition 6 0 5 (1) The group inversion ^^^a (cf. [OM] ).
(2) The action //«: ^ ffl X #3,*,-* ^a.a 5 in particular its restriction
Definition 6 0 7 0 Let X be a topological HausdorfF space and U an open subset of X. Then a Zosfl/ ILH-uniformizing system of C/ is a quadrupel (C/ 9 C7, ^9 TT) consisting of a strong ILH-manifold f7 modelled on a Sobolev chain {£"*} , a closed C°° ILH-supspace U of f/, a finite group 3f which acts on U smoothly and fixes C7, and finally of a ^-equi variant continuous map 7t:U->U which induces a homeomorphism C//S-»[/, where Of acts trivially on U.
Definition 6 e 8 e An ILH-V-space of class C°°'° consists of a topological Hausdorff space X together with a collection «^"= {t/ ? C/, ^3 TT)} of local ILH-uniformizing systems such that all U generate the topology of X and the following compatibility condition holds: If (C7 9 C/ 9^5 7r) and (U\U\@\x') are in & with UdU' then there exist a representation S-»^' and a (S, ^')-equivariant smooth ILH-map of a neighborhood of U in U to £/' which induces the embedding U< ->t7
/ . An ILR-V -manifold of class C°°'° is an ILH-Vspace, where one can choose local uniformizing systems with U=U, ) is a local ILH-uniformizing system for C/ ff . The construction of the ^a allows us to assume that these are simply connected. We let a run through all points of #£« and U a through a base of neighborhoods of the image of a in Jt^.
Let re# f ' iffl and (^r 9 ^r il -, B T , ^T°.^Z ti~^UT ) be a further uniformizing system such that U T is contained in U a . We have to show that there exists a (^Z 3 SJ-equi variant smooth ILH-map «$V-»5V Let pG^r be any element. Then there exists a 0eS ffl and a neighborhood FO)C^r such that <p*pGiff' a and 0*F(/0)C^ (cf. 6 0 6) 0 Then /4TV* composed with the projection to &* a gives a smooth ILH-map V(p)-^^0 which induces the embedding ?r r (F(»)< ->f/ ff (cf. 6. 6). The family co t = t°co + (1 -t) -^*d) consists of Kahler forms with respect to a in a fixed cohomology class. Again, Moser's theorem gives a diffeomorphism 1\M-^M such that %*^*ft)=c^0 Now by means of the map <p% the connected components of Jtl and ^~ containing (Af, a, o>) and (M, r, d>) resp a are transformed bijectively into each other. So the images under 77* and 771 are equal. Proof. From the second section we know that all ^J^ct/OO C H k (S 0 ) are Hilbert-analytic manifolds containing the closed Hilbertanalytic subspaces #* t<B . These consist of countably many components with countable topology,, The subspaces of complex structures which allow non-zero holomorphic vector fields or yield uniruled manifolds are closed analytic subspaces. Since the moduli spaces Ji^ carry the quotient topology 9 these have a countable topology as well. Furthermore the topology on the inverse limit ^a, = lim^« is countable. Now by the proof of 7. 1 and Moser's theorem Ji x has countable topology.
